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Note : (i) All questions are compulsory. 

 (ii) All questions carry equal weightage. 

1. Answer the following question in about  

600 words : 

 Explain how „Organizational Behavior‟ affects 

the process of decision-making in an 

educational institution. If an institutional head 

knows the institutional culture and behaviour,  

what style of decision-making he/she would 

adopt ? 
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Or 

 Describe the basic requirements for building 

interpersonal relationships in an educational 

organization. Assess various approaches to 

develop congenial relationships in an education 

system to achieve curricular goals. 

2. Answer the following question in about  

600 words : 

 Describe the „content‟ and „process‟ theories of  

motivation and discuss their implications for 

educational management. 

Or 

 Discuss in detail the „Transformational 

Leadership‟ and its suitability for an 

educational institution which is keen to adopt 

change. 

3. Answer any four of the following questions in 

about 150 words each : 

 (a) “Problem solving and conflict management 

are integral part of good leadership.” 

Explain. 

 (b) Describe any two theories of group 

formation. 
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 (c) Discuss constructive communication skills. 

 (d) Explain the skills required for self- 

management. 

 (e) Describe the measures to manage stress in 

an educational organization. 

 (f) Differentiate between formal and informal 

communication in an organization. 

4. Answer the following question in about  

600 words : 

 Suggest different measures and approaches you 

would adopt to convince, motivate and manage 

various human groups (trustees, teachers, 

students, employees, parents and social groups) 

to implement curriculum change in your 

educational institution. 
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